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Abstract WeChat is popular in recent years. The public platform of Wechat is mainly for media, enterprises and 

other organizations to launch cooperative promotion business, which can promote the brand to the online 

platform through channels. In this paper, the disadvantages of traditional operations of 4S WeChat public 

platforms are discussed, and a new design of public platforms is proposed. The operations and contents of 4S 

Stores Public Platforms are improved. 
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Introduction 

Since 2011, WeChat, a mobile social tool, has swept the country with the momentum of Xinghuo. As of April 

14
th

, WeChat [1-4] has more than 600 million users worldwide, including over 500 million Chinese users. Over 

time, WeChat is no longer a fashionable and trendy social product, but gradually integrates into our lives and 

changes our lives in the form of group chat, instant messaging, circle of friends, and public service. In this era of 

data explosion, whoever gets the information can get the first chance and succeed. 

The traditional telephone and SMS service methods have problems: the cost of calling and texting is high and 

the efficiency is extremely low. In the era of smart phones, the efficiency of short messages is low, and 

customers can only passively accept and experience poor results. When the demand is inconsistent, the customer 

service always regards the care service as harassment. One-way communication has no more contact with the 

customer and lacks a relationship with the customer. 

i. Customers implement brand promotion introduction, sales service, participation activities, online 

reservation, etc. through WeChat platform 

ii. Based on WeChat's huge user volume combined with existing sales channels, customer aggregation 

and consumption data collection, and accurate member marketing through data mining. 

iii. Based on WeChat platform to establish WeChat customer service system, through the addition of new 

media seats, to achieve multi-customer platform for WeChat users online services. 

The advantages of WeChat public account are 

i. Brand communication -- the dissemination of brand image and advantages. 

ii. accurate sales - Master big data customer resources, conduct two customer screening, guide offline 

transformation 

iii. Customer service - communicate with users in depth and emotional way, and continue to consume. 

The purposes of open WeChat public platforms [5-9] for 4S stores are 

i. In order to keep up with the trend of Internet marketing. 

ii. The real-time interactive function is convenient for customers to understand the information about car 

purchase and use, and is conducive to car 4S shop [10-12] to do sales and after-sales service. 
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Disadvantages of Traditional Mode 

The disadvantages of traditional 4S WeChat public platforms are as follows. 

i. Blindly communication 

For most 4S stores, the purpose of opening Wechat is very simple, that is "information push". They just 

give users the information about the goods in their stores. 

ii. Traditional considering of marketing activities 

Some 4S stores have thought of doing marketing activities on WeChat, hoping to increase interaction 

with customers. But most of them just do a simple informing function, lacking real interaction online, 

and users don't get useful information online. 

iii. Only care about the number of fans. 

Many 4S stores are paying attention to the number of fans they add each day, spending all kinds of 

costs to attract or even buy fans, and measuring the effectiveness of their operations by the sheer 

number of fans. 

iv. Only depends on the marketing department. 

Basic 4S store Wechat are responsible for the marketing department, 4S store Wechat public number is 

used to provide services for owners to experience value, and 4S store marketing department is mainly 

responsible for promoting publicity, the marketing department got Wechat public number instinct to 

use it as a promotion channel, customers are boring for the advertisements. 

v. Pure billboards 

Most 4S stores open Wechat public number to buy micro-application products, which looks like a 

roadside billboard. "designed" good content from time to time to replace, as to the effect of how it is no 

longer 

 

Improvements 

For 4S store's public account account operation, we should do the following three points: Firstly, to reply to 

users' consultation. Second, do a good job in sales services; Third, publish sales information. The details are as 

follows. 

i. To strengthen the online real interaction, users online experience activities. 

ii. 4S stores should provide basic services and experience for owners and potential customers. The 4S 

stores should attract fans by using specific activities. 

iii. 4S stores Wechat public platform should be realized in the marketing department, sales department, 

after-sales department linkage, to achieve efficiency and in-store performance improvement, so that 

customers get better experience. 

iv. 4S stores Wechat public platform should introduce some micro applications, which will provide some 

information the users care about. 

v. The 4S store Wechat public platform should realize the linkage among marketing department, sales 

department and after-sales department. And they should improve work efficiency and performance, 

which can let customers have better experience. 

 

Applications 

The new system of 4S store public platform is established based on Android system. Information input and UI 

presentation are implemented. The systematic tests are shown in Fig.1 to Fig 6. 

 

Conclusion 

4S stores should have a very clear brand strategy. They should have clear aims, and know the interests of users. 

They should determine what content will give to consumers according to the value proposition and consumer 

market positioning. To design the form of information expression and determine the mode of information 

dissemination according to habits of consumers and concerns of receiving information, as well as the interest 

points of different ages.4S store Wechat public platform should make use of the privacy and speed of the new 
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media to carry out their marketing, which can quickly communicate among different groups of people, attracting 

users’ full attention. 

 

 
Figure 1: Appointment                         Figure 2: Management 

 
Figure 3: Services for users             Figure 4: Maintenance information 
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Figure 5: maintenance                      Figure 6: Advertisements 
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